PicNick is an entertaining social picture-guessing game. While serving as a fun game, PicNick uses crowd sourcing techniques in order to create a tagged pictures database. Players may upload their own tagged pictures and try to guess the tags of the pictures uploaded by others.

### Back-End Features
- Gathers pictures and tags for the tagged database
- Automatically removes unpopular pictures
- Automatically makes a wrong popular tag acceptable

### Game Features
- Simple Game: Several pictures, limited time
- Advanced Game: Tag as many pictures as you can before the time runs out. The more you succeed, the harder it gets!
- Multi-Player Game: Connect two devices using NFC. Find the correct tag before your friend does
- Gathers pictures and tags for the tagged database
- Automatically removes unpopular pictures
- Automatically makes a wrong popular tag acceptable

### Social Features
- PicNick integrates with Facebook in order to provide social features.
- Challenge your friends to beat you
- Post your score on your wall
- Compare statistics with your friends

**Developers:** Dor Harris, Eidan Cohen, Olga Vishnepolski, Omer Hershenson, Stav Doolman, Yehonatan Rubin